
The best stories start, or at least – end with falling in love. Cliché? Perhaps. But one can also fall 
in love with…gin. Add a pinch of courage, chase of new taste experiences and here you go:
Tohi Cloudberry Mist Nordic Dry Gin was born. Distilled in classic pot still method,
using Nordic cloudberries, Estonian rye spirit and bitter juniper berries.
Don´t forget few secret spices and a fact, as far as we are aware -

there are just 3 cloudberry gins out there! 

APPEARENCE
Golden, light tan color.
This is the ”fault“ of honeyed Immortelle Flower infusion.

AROMA
The nose hints sweet citrus fruits, blend of herbal notes of wild 
forests and aromatic flowers. Then follows the genuine palette of 
the gin: sweet cloudberry, a hint of cinnamon and the bitterness 
of juniper.

PALATE
Honeyed, passionate and a dry gin with a character. Nordic ripe 
cloudberry interweaves with passion fruit nectar and spicy 
cardamon. The aftertaste is lingering, detectable notes of orange 
peel and exotic spices.  

SERVING 
Take a nice copa glass and fill it with ice. Pour 4 cl of Tohi 
Cloudberry Mist Gin, add 20 cl of quality tonic. Perfectionate 
with a slice of orange. Should you prefer a dryer cocktail, add 
some orange peel instead. Give the drink a gentle stir and get 
ready to fall in love!
       
TOHISOO DISTILLERY 
Tohi Gin is heartcrafted at the Tohisoo manor old vodka distillery 
dating back to 19th century, when Estonia was supplying the 
mighty Russian Empire with tons of spirit. Decades and few 
revolutions later, a leather factory settled in, crafting fashionable 
purses and gloves for women. The factory did not pass the test 
of time of the turbulent era of 21st century and the old building 
remained empty. Until discovered by the enthusiastic team of Tohi 
Gin, who fell in love with that place as much as they loved gin.

You have probably guessed by now, why our gin is called TOHI. 
Coincidentally, the word “tohi” means in Estonian also
“why not” or “you can”. Well, why not?

• Volume of alcohol: 43% vol
• Size: 500 ml glass bottle
• Packaging: 6 x 500 ml in a carton case / 84 cases per pallet 
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Tohi Cloudberry Mist
Nordic Dry Gin

Attention! The abuse of alcoholic
beverages can damage your health.


